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MARSHALL CAREER SERVICES      
By CARISSA JANCZEWSKI
THE PARTHENON The new health care enrollment under the Patient Protection and Af-fordable Care Act began Tuesday. 
Official coverage will start January 2014 and Student Health Education 
Programs (SHEP) is available to help get uninsured students enrolled. Health insurance may be nor-mal for some students, but after an 
assessment of Marshall University students’ insurance statuses, it is clear that many are uninsured. “SHEP administers the National 
College Health Assessment every two years, and data from 2012 indicates that about 2,000 of our students do 
not have any type of health insurance,” said Amy Saunders, director of SHEP.
SHEP received a grant from West Virginians for Affordable Health Care 
to assist students who do not have any 
kind of insurance and will be helping 
uninsured students with the open en-
rollment process.
“Benefits of enrolling are having 
preventative services covered, no ex-
clusions for pre-existing conditions and 
if students file their own tax return and 
earn less than $15,856 per year or less 
than $1,320 per month, they are likely 
to qualify for Medicaid,” Saunders said. 
Students have more than one way to enroll if they don’t wish to utilize the 
help SHEP is offering.  Students can 
enroll online at www.healthcare.gov 
or by phone by calling 800-318-2596. 
SHEP staff will be available to assist 
students in person Oct. 3 from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. in the Shawkey Room of the Memorial Student Center.Students wishing to enroll will need 
to have last year’s W2 form or a recent 
pay stub to help figure out their in-come in order to enroll. 
If a student’s income qualifies them 
for Medicaid, coverage will begin immediately. This is just one of many future 
events over the next few months SHEP will host to assist uninsured students. 
Carissa Janczewski can be con-
tacted at janczewski@marshall.
edu.
Uninsured Marshall students to receive health care enrollment aid
By NOAM LEVEY
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU 
(MCT)New online insurance mar-
ketplaces created by President Barack Obama’s healthcare 
law got off to a bumpy start Tuesday, as a rush of consum-ers and a host of technical glitches slowed enrollment on 
the first day that uninsured 
Americans could sign up for 
coverage.
Several states running their 
own marketplaces were forced to delay the rollout of their 
websites, even as other states 
reported that shoppers were 
signing up.
The federal government website that consumers in 36 states will use to get health 
coverage — www.healthcare.
gov — repeatedly froze when consumers tried to create accounts.Obama administration of-
ficials attributed some of the 
problems to high volume of 
visits to the website; 2.8 mil-
lion people visited the federal website between midnight and 
3 p.m. Tuesday.Obama administration 
officials insisted they were ad-dressing technical issues, but 
they refused to provide any data on the number of Ameri-cans who successfully enrolled 
in health coverage Tuesday.
Reports also persisted of 
long waits on help lines run 
by state and federal officials. Maryland’s call center had 
to interrupt service Tuesday morning because of technical 
problems.Critics of the law seized on the glitches. In a tweet to her 
followers, Rep. Cathy McMor-
ris Rogers, R-Wash., called 
problems with the market-
place in her state a “precursor 
to the complications to come.”
Experts said setbacks wouldn’t affect enrollment if 
they are resolved quickly. Con-
sumers have until March 31, 
2014 to select a health plan. 
Coverage starts in January.The Affordable Care Act al-lows Americans who don’t 
get coverage through an em-
ployer to shop for health plans on new state-based insurance 
marketplaces.
Health plans for the first time must offer a basic set of 
benefits and are prohibited 
from turning away people 
with pre-existing medical con-ditions. Millions of low and moderate income Ameri-cans who make less than four 
times the federal poverty level 
— or about $46,000 for an 
individual — will qualify for 
government subsidies to help 
with their premiums.
By CHARLIE HOUSE
THE PARTHENON
Three same-sex couples 
filed a lawsuit Tuesday, chal-lenging West Virginia’s ban on 
same-sex marriage. McGee v. 
Cole names couples Casie Mc-
Gee and Sarah Adkins, Justin 
Murdock and William Glavaris 
and Nancy Michael and Jane 
Fenton as plaintiffs, along with 
the minor child of one couple. 
The suit was filed by attor-neys from Lambda Legal, a nationwide organization that is dedicated to gaining “full 
recognition of the civil rights 
of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, 
transgender people and those 
with HIV through impact liti-
gation, education and public 
policy work,” according to its website. 
The suit, filed in federal district court, states the 
ban violates the Fourteenth Amendment rights of the 
plaintiffs and other same-sex 
couples in West Virginia to 
equal protection under the law. The suit further states the ban causes undue harm to the 
children of same-sex couples in West Virginia by denying them “equal access to the dig-
nity, legitimacy, protections, 
benefits, support and security conferred on children of mar-
ried parents under state and 
federal law.”
Like the other couples in the suit, McGee and Adkins 
have first-hand knowledge of 
the hardships the ban causes. 
McGee, an assistant professor of mathematics at Mountwest Community and Technical College and a former Yeager 
Scholar at Marshall University, is barred from adding Adkins 
to her employer-provided 
health insurance plan because they are not legally married. 
Adkins, a senior in anthropol-ogy, is diabetic, and has had 
to pay for treatment out of 
pocket. 
“We want to protect each 
other as family members,” Ad-kins said. McGee said the only way for two adults to become legally recognized as family is for them to marry. She said the time was just right for the lawsuit. With the 
June decision in United States 
v. Windsor striking down the federal Defense of Marriage 
Act, the couple felt the tide had 
turned in their favor.  
“So, we’re giving it a shot,” McGee said. “We’re going to 
make it happen. It’s our time.” 
Although the couple could 
have a federally recognized marriage if they went to an-other state, Adkins said they want to be married in West Vir-ginia because it is their home. 
New Obamacare 
insurance markets 
off to bumpy start
W.Va. couples 
seek freedom 
to marry
By MASON BEUHRING
THE PARTHENON
Mardi Gras has traveled close to 1,000 miles from New Orleans to Hun-
tington during Marshall University’s Homecoming week.Marshall is celebrating its Homecom-ing week Mardi Gras-style, and along 
with activities for students, the faculty 
is participating in the event as well.
The Alumni Association has invited 
departments on Marshall’s campus to 
compete in an office-decorating con-
test to see which department has the 
most school spirit.
“This is an event that the Alumni As-
sociation came up with to try and get 
campus energized for Homecoming,” 
said Nancy Pelphrey, assistant director 
of Alumni Relations. “We are kicking Homecoming off, making it fun and 
festive for the campus and community 
and Alumni and fans.”
There are 20 departments on cam-
pus participating in this event, and 
each is competing to win three catego-
ries. The categories are most creative, 
best fits the homecoming spirit and 
most attractive. Each department that wins these three categories is awarded a flag to hang in its office. 
The Student Resource Center, located 
on the top floor of the Memorial Stu-
dent Center, is one of the departments 
competing. The SRC has competed 
many times and has won three titles, 
having won most attractive twice and the best fits theme once.
“We try to encompass everything about the theme, and try to think of different 
things outside of the box,” said Michelle 
Barbour, SRC career adviser. “We always 
just try to have fun while we are [deco-rating], but really try to go along with the 
theme that is provided each year.”
Departments who compete are sep-arated into the large office category, 
which is an office that has seven or more workers, and the small office 
category, which is an office with six or 
less workers. Groups in each category 
compete against others in their own 
categories, but out of all 20 competing 
departments the grand prize winner 
will receive a floating trophy to keep in its office for the year.
Marshall departments participate in office decorating competition
LEXI BROWNING | THE PARTHENON
Sophomore Lia Foster, left, walks with her soccer teamates around the Marshall University campus in the second annual We Are ... Family! 
Unity Walk Celebration on Tuesday, Oct. 1. The original Unity Walk Celebration was created in 2012 as a way to give students, faculty and 
staff an opportunity to come together and celebrate Marshall.
By KATY LEWIS
THE PARTHENON
Marshall University students and fac-ulty members gathered at the Memorial Student Center Plaza Tuesday to kick off Homecoming week and to commemo-rate the second annual We Are … Family! Unity Walk Celebration.
Individual students, faculty, staff, stu-dent organizations and clubs joined 
together at the Marshall Recreation Cen-
ter to participate in the walk. Members of 
the same groups wore T-shirts supporting 
their respective organizations and carried 
decorated banners across campus.  
Participants walked through cam-
pus representing their organizations 
by cheering, chanting and waving their banners. The celebration continued as 
walkers arrived at the MSC Plaza to the 
beat of the famous “We Are Family” song 
made popular by Sister Sledge. During an introduction ceremony, a 
representative from each participating organization informed the crowd of who 
they were and how they are involved in the Marshall community.
Marshall President Stephen Kopp and women’s basketball head coach, Matt 
Daniel, spoke about coming together dur-ing homecoming and celebrating as one 
Marshall community. Daniel explained 
that there is nothing more important than 
participating in Homecoming. He encour-
aged students to go to the parade and to 
support the Thundering Herd Saturday 
at 2 p.m. as it takes on the University of 
Texas at San Antonio Roadrunners.  
The ceremony came to a close with the announcement of the 2013 Homecoming 
Court. Out of 12 nominees, the top six in-
dividuals were chosen to be members of the court. 
The top three students in the run-
ning for Mr. Marshall include: Johnathan 
Austin, sponsored by the Center for Af-
rican-America Studies; Brian Kauffman, 
sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha; and Derek 
Ramsey, sponsored by Alpha Sigma Phi.
The top three students in the running 
for Miss Marshall include: McKenzie 
Cooley, sponsored by the Center for Af-
rican-American Studies; Jaclyn Hackett, 
sponsored by Sigma Sigma Sigma; and 
Ashley Roberts, sponsored by Delta Zeta. 
See DECORATIONS | Page  5
WE ARE ... FAMILY
Homecoming Week commences with Unity Walk
See WALK | Page  5
See MARRIAGE | Page  5
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WMUL-FM PREPARES FOR ANNUAL CAR BASH WEDNESDAY
THE PARTHENONMarshall University continues to gear up for Homecoming weekend with the 12th Annual Car Bash on Buskirk Field.WMUL-FM will be hosting its annual event on Buskirk Field Wednesday from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. as part of the upcoming homecoming activ-ities on campus.This year the Car Bash is featuring a Ford Thunder-bird painted in the colors of the University of Texas at San Antonio Roadrunners, this year’s homecoming opponent of the Thundering Herd. “This is the 12th Car Bash that WMUL has hosted, it’s a great opportunity for ev-eryone, not just students 
to get some stress out and show some Marshall pride,” Amanda Reesman, promo-tions director of WMUL-FM, said. “It’s a Homecoming tradition we are proud and excited to keep going.”WMUL-FM provides the gloves, sledgehammers and goggles for those who participate.Reesman said although home-coming is an exciting time, it falls right before midterms.  The Car Bash is a way for students to take out some stress about wor-rying about midterms.The cost is $1 to bash the car for 2 minutes and is open to both students and community members. The money raised goes to support WMUL-FM.
PHOTOS BY BISHOP NASH | THE PARTHENON
Journalism students Amanda Reesman, above and lower right, Mason 
Beuhring, upper right, and Braxton Crisp, upper and lower left, spray-
paint a donated  Ford Thunderbird the orange and blue of UTSA in 
preperation for WMUL-FM’s annual Homecoming Car Bash on Tuesday, 
Oct. 1 at Kelly’s Radiator Service in Huntington. 
By ALISON WICKLINE
THE PARTHENONMarshall University’s Digital Scholar (MDS) program has made a huge leap in publiciz-ing Marshall’s history. MDS, which is designed to bring to-gether all of the university’s research with an aim to pre-serve and provide access to that research, has gathered Marshall yearbooks dating back to 1908 and published them online.  The yearbooks highlight the progress and changes of Marshall over the years, and provide a visual for the univer-sity’s history. Matt Turner, Marshall chief of staff, said the yearbooks are an 
exciting addition for students and alumni.“They’re a great way to re-search Marshall history and just a lot of fun when you have time to take a look,” Turner said. The 1908 “Mirabilia” was 
the first yearbook published by students of Marshall Col-lege. Except for the years 1920, 1922 and 1923, year-books were produced annually through 1931. 1931 marked a midpoint in the Great Depres-sion and students were forced to cease publication because 
of financial strains. The 1933 yearbook was the last issue under the title “Mirabilia.” After a seven-year hiatus, the yearbook made a comeback 
as “The Chief Justice,” titled in honor of one of the most famous chief justices of the Supreme Court, John Marshall. World War II brought paper shortages around the country, so between 1942 and 1944, no yearbooks were published. Publication resumed in 1945 but ceased for good in 1995. One of the biggest triumphs of Marshall’s yearbooks was the 1954 “Chief Justice” year-book, which developed and introduced the idea of Marco, the university’s mascot. They named him Marco for Marshall College and visualized him as Marco Polo wandering through the yearbook and visiting dif-ferent groups. 
Jingping Zhang, director of libraries operations, said the yearbooks are impor-tant for alumni, especially those that live far away from Marshall. “Yearbooks can now be viewed and enjoyed at anytime, anywhere in the world,” Zhang said. “Alumni can access and share cher-ished memories and warm reflections of years spent at Marshall College/University with family and friends.”The yearbooks can be found online at http://mds.marshall.edu/yearbooks/.
Alison Wickline can be con-
tacted at wickline19@live.
marshall.edu.
Digital Scholar program publishes historical yearbooks online
BY KATY LEWIS
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University HELP (Higher Education for Learning Problems) Program will host a golf scramble Oct. 4 to help raise money for the program’s scholarship fund.The Dr. Paul Skeens Memo-rial Scramble 4 HELP will tee off at 1 p.m. at Riviera Coun-try Club, 82 Cox Landing Lane in Lesage, W.Va.All proceeds from the golf scramble will benefit the HELP scholarship fund. This fund is given to approved students to help cut the cost of HELP services. The HELP Program is a nationally recognized aca-demic support program for students with learning dis-abilities, Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disor-der (ADHD). HELP provides educa-tional support, remediation and mentoring to select stu-dents to empower them to realize their full potential in all endeavors, according to the HELP website. Debbie Painter, interim director of HELP, explained how these scholarships fi-nancially assist students in need. “We are a private pro-gram within the university, so there is a fee attached to our services, so, for ex-ample, if you have a student who comes in and he wants two hours a semester of tutoring, these is a fee for that,” Painter said. “So this 
scholarship money will pay for his tutoring fees.” Painter said that this year they would like to raise be-tween $8,000 to $10,000 for the scholarship fund through the golf scramble. Currently, they have about 23 teams committed to the golf scram-ble and registration is still open. “We work on this almost all year,” Painter said. “It is very important because we would have to deny quite a few students services if we didn’t have the scholarship money.”During the scramble, awards will be given to those teams who come in first, second and third place. Major prizes will be given for holes-in-one on all par three holes and there is also a $10,000 prize for a hole-in-one for a designated hole. Some of the prizes include gift certificates to local businesses and restaurants in downtown Huntington, themed gift baskets valued over $100, and a handmade Marshall University themed quilt. The cost of the scramble is $100 per player. Lunch and dinner will be provided and a beverage cart will be available to the golfers free of charge. Corporations can also purchase green tee signs to benefit the HELP Program by sponsoring any hole on the golf course.
Katy Lewis can be con-
tacted at lewis405@live.
marshall.edu.
HELP Golf Scramble scheduled for Friday
 THE PARTHENONThe Marshall Univer-sity Campus Activities Board is helping to bring in Homecoming 2013 by giv-ing students many ways to celebrate Mardi Gras Marshall-style.Christina Caul-Jackson, coordinator for student in-volvement, said there are many Homecoming events going on this year. CAB will be handing out hot chocolate from 8 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Thursday.Picnic on the Plaza will end the week of classes Fri-day from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.To start off gameday, the Homecoming Parade will 
take place Saturday at 10 a.m. The parade will start on Fifth Avenue. The 18th Annual Marshall University Alumni Sprint for Sight 5k will be from noon to 2 p.m. Saturday, and the Southeast Huntington Lions Club will also be doing a charity 5k at that time.Homecoming will end with the Thundering Herd versus University of Texas at San Antonio at the Joan C. Edwards Stadium at 2 p.m. Student tickets can be picked up now with a valid Marshall ID at the athletic ticket office, located in the lobby of the Cam Henderson Center. It is open Monday 
through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.Students look forward to this week because of the dif-ferent activities that are on campus. Kala O’Connor, junior graphic design major from Hurricane, W.Va., said that Homecoming at Marshall is one of the best weeks during the school year.“I think it is great that there are other activities be-sides just the football game,” O’Connor said. “The events get more students involved on campus and it shows how much school spirit we have because so many students participate.”
CAB packs week with homecoming activities
(MCT)Pope Francis on Tuesday pledged to modernize the Catholic Church, while a panel of eight cardinals started discussing reforms and the Vatican’s scandal-tainted bank 
published its first-ever annual report.“We must restore hope to young people, help the old, be open to the future, spread love. Be poor among the poor. We need to include the ex-cluded and preach peace,” the pontiff told the La Repubblica newspaper.
Pope promises 
reform, as Vatican 
bank goes for 
transparency
By WILL VANCE
SPORTS EDITOREver since the disappoint-ing end of the 2012 season, the storyline about the Marshall Uni-versity Thundering Herd football team was whether or not the woeful defense would improve enough to support the already explosive offense enough to win 
more than five games. Four games into 2013, it is safe to say that the Herd defense has improved greatly, perhaps more than Herd fans could have 
expected. 
In 2012, Marshall ranked No. 101 in total defense among FBS teams, allowing opponents to 
gain 456.58 yards per game and 
5.75 yards per play. In 2013 the Herd defense has 
jumped a full 90 spots up to No. 11 in the country in total defense, 
allowing just 285 yards per game 
and 4.03 yards per play. This seasons defense even ranks higher than the offense in their respective stats, with the 
offense at a respectable No. 29 in 
total offense. Perhaps the tell-tale play of the defense came in the teams 21-29 triple-overtime loss to the Virginia Tech Hokies when on fourth-and-one inside the 
Herd five yard line the defense brought down Hokie quarter-back Logan Thomas for a a loss, taking away a scoring chance for 
Virginia Tech. The meteoric rise of the Herd defense has many contributing 
factors. After the resignation of former defensive coordinator Chris Rip-pon, head coach Doc Holliday brought in Chuck Heater, with whom Holliday had coached 
with at Florida. At the time, 
coach Holliday praised Heater as a great motivator and sound tac-tician and so far his defense has 
show that.“The difference is excitement,” junior transfer safety Taj Letman 
said. “Everyone wants to make plays, everyone is happy when someone makes plays, everyone tries to make every play and hav-
ing fun doing it.”Heater also streamlined the defensive playcalling, allowing his players to think less and just 
go play.“Coach [Heater] is giving the signal in one or two words where last year we would have 
five words to get everyone what they needed to do,” junior mid-dle linebacker Jermaine Holmes 
said. “So now with one or two words, it’s less thinking for ev-
eryone. When we have to think too much, the whole defense 
slows down. Now everyone is 
going full speed.”Another contributing factor is the health of the defense, espe-
cially in the secondary. Injuries rocked the secondary last season, leaving only three cornerbacks, Monterius Lovett, Derrick Thomas and Keith Bax-ter, to play for most of the season, and even then they usually 
played hurt. The situation was not much better for the safeties, 
where D.J. Hunter was forced to move to linebacker due to inju-ries at that position and Boston College transfer safeties Domi-nick LeGrande and Okechukwu Okaroha never looking comfort-
able with the Herd.Now, with the addition of a healthy Darryl Roberts and freshman Corey Tindal to the cornerback group and Hunter moved back to his natural safety 
position, the secondary has 
made massive improvement. “I think Chuck [Heater] has been happy with that position,” Holliday said of the defensive 
secondary. “Darryl [Roberts] has played well, [Lovett] has played well, [Thomas] has played well you have to put Corey Tindal in there, he’s basically a corner 
playing at nickel.”
A change to more man-on-man defense has also helped the 
cornerbacks.“Coach Heater likes to play a lot of man,” Roberts said, “and that helps us because we have a lot of good corners that like to 
play man coverage.”A wealth of depth has also helped the Herd, especially on 
the defensive front. The “front 
four” along the defensive line has looked more like a front nine this season, with talented young players like Josh Brown, Arnold Blackmon and Jarquez Samuels getting quality playing time for 
the Herd.  The return of senior defensive tackle James Rouse, who missed all of 2012 due to injury, has also provided leader-
ship at the position. 
The talent on the defensive line has allowed the team to be 
more creative with its coverage. “Any time you can get pressure with just four down linemen without having to blitz, it will 
help you,” Holliday said. “What’s really good to see is those young 
guys coming along.”
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Marshall defense: As advertised 
By MICHAEL CIRCLE
THE PARTHENONMarshall University’s vol-leyball team will be wearing purple instead of kelly green for its matches Friday and Sunday in the “Fight Like Hal” event, which will promote 
all-cancer awareness. The 
event will benefit the Ameri-can Cancer Foundation and is named for Hal Messersmith (1959-2013), an assistant vol-leyball coach at the University of Alabama Birmingham and personal friend to Marshall 
volleyball coach, Mitch Jacobs.“I’ve had a couple very good friends battling cancer,” Jacobs 
said. “One lost his battle and one was given word he was 
cancer free. Hal and I had gone from a professional friendship to a real true friendship and I 
miss him.”The team will be wearing purple jerseys instead of its usual kelly green, purple being the accepted color of all-cancer 
awareness ribbons. The event will begin an hour before Fri-
day’s 7 p.m. match against Tulane with an auction for the team’s purple jerseys that will 
continue through the 1 p.m. match against Louisiana Tech 
Sunday.  Winning bids and do-nations will go to the ACF in 
Messersmith’s honor.“It really is a testament to the character of Conference USA and their volleyball pro-grams to have teams promote all-cancer awareness and 
honor one of their own,” Ty Osborne, assistant director of marketing for Marshall athlet-
ics, said. “The ‘Fight Like Hal’ weekend will be a great way for Marshall volleyball to start 
their conference schedule. We look forward to seeing purple attire being worn by the fans 
to help support the event.”“Purple is not kelly green,” 
Jacobs said. “It is a big deal that the administration said yes to 
wearing a different color.”Messersmith’s wife, Kerry Messersmith who is the head coach of UAB’s volleyball team, was the catalyst for this program after asking many 
in the conference to open up Pink games, meant to raise awareness and funding for breast cancer, to include all 
types of cancer. “I can’t personally raise enough money for cancer awareness but we have a platform here at Marshall Uni-
versity,” Jacobs said. “What we can do is use our platform to 
raise awareness.”Hal Messersmith was 
named UAB’s first-ever sand volleyball coach in 2011 and in 2012, coached that 
team to the nation’s first sanctioned collegiate sand 
volleyball match. He battled 
colon cancer for the last two and a half years of his life and 
would have been 54 in July. UAB’s student newspaper, The Kaleidoscope, wrote, “In 
addition to posting 17 win-ning seasons across a number of sports, Messersmith also graduated 95 percent of his student-athletes which is a testament to his character and 
love of sports and education.”For donation and auction information, contact Osborne 
at osborne112@marshall.edu 
or (304)696-6160.
Michael Circle can be con-
tacted at circle@marshall.
edu.
Marshall volleyball wears 
purple for cancer awareness
RICHARD CRANK | THE PARTHENON
Senior defensive end Alex Bazzie (53) and his fellow defensive players celebrate stopping the Virginia Tech offense on 4th-and-one Saturday, Sept. 
21 in Blacksburg, Va. 
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Former UAB assistant volleyball coach Hal Messersmith, a close friend of Marshall volleyball coach Mitch 
Jacobs who lost his battle with cancer over the summer. His battle inspired the “Fight like Hal” event. 
Government shutdown 
threatens to cancel Navy-
Air Force football game
By DON MARKUS
THE BALTIMORE SUN (MCT)
The U.S. Department of Defense has ordered the suspension of all service acad-emy intercollegiate athletics as a result of the government shutdown, putting Saturday’s Navy-Air Force football game 
in question.A decision on whether Sat-urday’s game in Annapolis can be played will be made Thursday, said Navy athletic director Chet Gladchuk, who 
added that there is a signifi-cant possibility that the game will be either canceled or 
postponed.The Air Force posted a re-lease on its athletics website saying, “At this time, travel for all intercollegiate athletics is canceled — this includes the Air Force-Navy game on Sat-
urday, Oct. 5.”Gladchuk said that a record number of tickets — a sellout of about 40,000 seats — have been sold for the game at Navy-Marine Corps Memorial 
Stadium. It’s considered Navy’s biggest home game of the 2013 season and is scheduled to be 
televised nationally on CBS.“It’s going to be a setback of the highest order if this game 
doesn’t happen,” Gladchuk said.Gladchuk estimated that not having the game could cost the Naval Academy in the millions of dollars and would have “tremendous ripple effects in regard to 
the community and the local 
economy.”Navy had planned to honor its 1963 Cotton Bowl team at halftime and with a num-ber of events throughout the 
weekend.
“When you look at the ticket revenue that would be returned, if you take look at the corporate sponsorships, the hotel accommodations, the catering concessions, the parking, the restaurants in downtown Annapolis, all of our major donors were com-ing in, it’s reunion weekend for the 1963 Cotton Bowl team and 300 reunion groups — it’s clearly one of the most 
significant Saturdays that we could possibly orchestrate at 
the academy,” Gladchuk said.Gladchuk said the De-partment of Defense, which oversees the national service 
academies, informed offi-cials at the schools that there would be no intercollegiate athletics played until the 
shutdown is resolved.“It’s not a decision be-ing made on the academy grounds or within the ath-letic department,” Gladchuk 
said. “It’s all being driven 
by the Pentagon. We’ve just cancelled a soccer game this 
evening with Howard. We have a soccer game tomor-row night that’s pending and we’re going to delay any deci-sion on our end on Air Force 
until Thursday at noon.”
Opinion4
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EDITORIAL
Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at 
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.
YOU CAN BE HERD
The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published 
by students Monday through Friday during the regular semester and 
Thursday during the summer. The editorial staff is responsible for news 
and editorial content.
CONTACT US: 109 Communications Bldg.|Marshall University|One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755|parthenon@marshall.edu|@MUParthenon
The Constitution of the
United States of America
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to 
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.
THE FIRST 
AMENDMENT
COLUMN
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The world will never know if Amanda Knox is guilty
The retrial for the murder of Meredith Kercher began Monday in Florence, Italy. Amanda Knox, however, remains in the United States and will not return to Italy for the trial.Knox, as well as her co-defendant, ex-boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito, is not compelled by law to be present for the trial. At this point though, her presence, or lack thereof, would just lead to one more debate in a long, drawn out legal battle that’s lasted for almost  six years.
Knox was first convicted Dec. 4, 2009 
and sentenced to 26 years in prison. Less 
than year later the first appeals trial be-
gan and on Oct. 3, 2011, the conviction was overturned. However, in March the acquittal was overturned and the case was once again in question by Italian 
officials.
Knox has maintained her innocence. As an American, Knox has received a great deal of support from her country, but nevertheless there are serious ques-tions that linger about her involvement in Kercher’s murder.This is largely due to the fact that original evidence was deemed to be 
mishandled in the first appeals trial. The 
collection of DNA evidence was violated multiple times, making it next to impos-sible to decide Knox’s involvement. Also, the murder weapon was never found, and without it, the case hits a wall.So, what makes this appeals trial dif-ferent? There are a few new pieces of 
evidence being introduced, namely, DNA on the knife that is the alleged murder weapon, which was originally deemed too small to sample.
It’s too soon to tell if this evidence will be enough to overturn Knox’s acquittal, but if it were to be enough that doesn’t necessarily mean the trials would be over. There is no statue of limitations on a murder charge in Italy meaning the case could always be reopened and have the verdict overturned.
Italian officials can review the case as much as they want, but if they continue with more retrials in the future they will only move further away from the truth, not closer.The sad reality is that with all the back and forth of the Italian legal system and the mishandled evidence, it’s highly un-likely that we will ever know exactly what happened to Meredith Kercher, and if Knox, as well as Sollecito, was involved in her death. By ANDREW KELLYMCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS 
SERVICE (MCT)While median household in-comes have shrunk since the economic crisis, published tuition 
at public colleges has jumped 25 
percent since 2008, largely in re-sponse to state funding cuts.
Net prices — what students pay after grants and schol-
arships — have not risen as quickly thanks to a one-time, unprecedented increase in Pell Grant spending. But with income and tuition moving in opposite directions, students increasingly face a bleak choice: take on crippling debt or forgo college altogether.Some say the solution is to create a “public option” for 
higher education — to reallo-cate existing federal student aid dollars toward a European-style system of free public colleges.In a recent book, Ameri-can Federation of Teachers’ University Council president Robert Samuels argues that we could pay for a public option by directing federal student aid investments to public campuses and requiring those schools to focus resources on instruction.While it’s tempting to assume that tuition-free public colleges would solve our higher educa-tion problems overnight, merely moving resources around is no panacea for rising costs and low rates of student success.First, a public option would change who pays for higher education, but not necessarily how much it costs to provide it.Economists argue that tra-ditional higher education is like other service industries: because the product entails in-teraction with highly educated labor in small groups, it is dif-
ficult to raise productivity.As wages rise in the rest of the economy, colleges must pay employees more even though their output doesn’t increase, leading to higher costs.Simply shifting who pays the bill will do little to change this equation. So while existing fed-eral and state investments might cover the cost of a public option today, those same sums won’t go as far next year or the year after unless colleges also make 
changes to their cost structure. Taxpayers would have to foot an increasingly large bill.Second, it’s not clear that a public option would automati-cally raise student success. Take California’s community colleges, which have the lowest published 
tuition in the nation — $1,135 
in 2011-12 — and are essen-tially free to many students who qualify for Pell Grants.
A 2012 analysis by the In-stitute for a Competitive Workforce found that retention and completion rates across California’s community colleges were above the national aver-age. But completion rates were even higher at two-year colleges 
in Wisconsin and North Dakota, where tuition is two to three times as high and Pell Grant recipients make up a larger per-centage of enrollments.The point isn’t that tuition prices don’t matter. But these outcomes do suggest that push-ing tuition to zero may not be a silver-bullet solution to lack-luster student success.Third, many consumers equate high tuition prices with quality. So even if there were a public option that 
costs nothing, many affluent families would likely still opt to send their kids to private colleges, leaving less advan-taged students in the public option. Increased sorting by income could further exclude lower income students from the “peer effects” that are an important part of educational quality.Finally, a public option would crowd out innovations that emerge from private colleges.Western Governor’s Univer-sity in Salt Lake City, Southern 
New Hampshire, Excelsior Col-
lege in Albany, N.Y. and Capella 
University in Minneapolis — all 
private — are perfecting com-petency-based models where students get credit based on what they know rather than how long they sit in class.Solving the college cost cri-sis will require fundamental changes in cost structures, not just tuition prices. To get there, leaders need to foster competition across all types of providers, not create a public monopoly.
Shifting tuition to taxpayers may 
interfere with promising innovations
Meditation is good for your health
By TYLER CUMMINGS
COLUMNIST
Breathe in. Breathe out. Repeat for 15 minutes.  
You may be asking why? I already breathe every minute and every second of my life
Well, for 15 minutes today find time to sit down. Cross your legs, rest your hands on your knees, palms skyward and breathe. This is a simple explanation of medi-tation. Fifteen minutes may not seem long, but in that time you can learn wonders about yourself.  The goal of meditation is to clear your mind. Thoughts sprint through our brain at all times. Mediation is the practice of slowing those thoughts and understanding why they exist.It may take a couple tries to fully grasp the idea of meditation and its 
practice. Do not be discouraged because 
you did not figure out the meaning of life during your first session.  The first step towards landing on the moon was made on Earth. Be patient.Studies from universities, doctors and governments have shown a multi-tude of benefits to those who meditate frequently.  According to the Mayo Clinic, medita-tion is effective in “reducing negative emotions, increasing self-awareness, and gaining a new perspective on stressful situations”.  Meditation does not solely benefit your mind and the way it thinks. It can help alleviate medical problems. Some research suggest it helps improve con-ditions such as heart disease, anxiety, pain, sleep problems, cancer, depres-sion, asthma, and allergies.  Most of us have encountered these ail-
ments at some point in our life. Did you once think of meditation over medication? 
The mind is the most powerful, exotic part of the human body. Medi-tation is the practice of developing our thought.  This leads to a new way of thinking helping to improve our mind. We tend to put limitations on our thinking, yet our brain is capable of much more.
Today, when you find yourself watch-ing TV or browsing the Internet, just take a moment and stop. Find a quiet 
spot to sit down, then, for the next 15 minutes put all your focus into your breath. Anytime a thought appears real-
ize what it is and make it vanish. You will 
soon find out that you are more capable than you have ever imagined.  The Buddha once said, “The mind is everything. What you think, you become.”Breathe in. Breathe out.  
Tyler Cummings can be contacted 
at cummings45@marshall.edu.
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Popes do not usually give interviews, but Francis has broken with tradition.Two weeks ago he spoke openly about divorce, abor-tion and homosexuality in a wide-ranging conversation published by a group of Jesuit magazines.Speaking to La Repubblica’s founder, Eugenio Scalfari _ who last month published a letter from the pope in which he was told that God’s mercy applied to non-believers like him Fran-cis said he wanted to revive the reform-oriented spirit of the Second Vatican Council.“The Council Fathers knew that being open to modern culture meant religious ecu-menism and dialogue with non-believers. But afterwards very little was done in that di-rection. I have the humility and ambition to want to do some-thing,” the pope said.He said the Curia, the Church’s governing body, was too inward looking. “This Vat-ican-centric vision neglects the world around us. I do not share this vision and I will do my utmost to change it.”Francis was elected in March, after the Catholic Church had been rocked by the resignation of his predecessor, Benedict XVI, and following a 
string of financial and sexual abuse scandals, as well as al-
legations of Vatican in-fighting.On Tuesday, eight cardinals he appointed in April started discussing how Vatican gov-ernance can be improved. Vatican spokesman the Rev. Federico Lombardi ruled out any quick decisions, indicating that more sessions would be held in the future.“The pope has said it, it is a lengthy work,” Lombardi said.The cardinals were due to 
meet until Thursday in the li-brary of the papal apartment where Francis has refused to live. The pontiff was expected to take part in the proceedings most of the time.The Institute for Religious Works, or IOR, as the Vatican bank is known, is at the center of reform efforts. The secre-tive institution has long been dogged by allegations it is a haven for money launderers 
and mafia-linked crooks.In a 100-page statement published online, as part of ef-forts to improve transparency, 
it reported a profit of 86.6 mil-lion euros ($117 million) last year, more than four times the 20.3 million euros ($27.5 mil-lion) it earned in 2011.
The profit was boosted by gains in the value of securi-ties held and sold by the bank, which rose to 51.1 million eu-
ros ($69.1 million) from a loss 
of 38.2 million euros ($51.7 million) in 2011, IOR said.In an interview with Vatican Radio, IOR president, Ernst von Freyberg, said screening work on the bank’s client da-tabase to weed out suspicious transactions and close non-compliant accounts was “going along well.”
U.S. financial experts “are re-viewing every single account and they are also doing special investigations for us,” he said. “We have reviewed our pro-cedures for taking on clients and for dealing with clients to make sure that no money laun-dering can happen,” he added.In July, the IOR’s top man-agers resigned after it was revealed that Monsignor Nun-zio Scarano, a high-ranking prelate under investigation for money laundering and other crimes, withdrew 500,000 eu-ros from his accounts.
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Obama has made this new system of guaranteeing cover-age a central selling point of the 
law. Administration officials hoped to minimize problems at a time when the law is under increasing scrutiny and facing heightened attacks from critics in Congress.Despite the reported prob-
lems, state officials around the country reported that thou-sands of people were coming to their websites to seek coverage.More than 34,500 unique visitors came to Colorado’s insurance marketplace in the 
first three hours it was open, and more than 1,300 set up ac-counts, according to Connect for Health Colorado.Kentucky reported that 24,000 people had visited the state marketplace and 
that enrollment officials had processed a thousand applications.In Nevada, more than 1,200 people had set up accounts before noon, according to that state’s marketplace.Like the federal website, there was evidence that intense interest among con-sumers may have contributed to problems with state enroll-ment sites.New York’s insurance mar-ketplace, which froze for hours Tuesday, reported that it had received 2 million visits in the two hours after its website opened.
And in California, officials 
said 1.8 million online hits and 
6,500 calls came in early Tues-day — quickly overwhelming its enrollment system. The state’s insurance exchange said it was improving the web-site and hiring more staff. 
“I like having fun and deco-
rating with the office, it’s not about winning,” Barbour said. “I think it’s about everyone get-ting together to show support for our school and have a good time together.” The Alumni Association will judge the decorations in the 
offices Thursday, and the win-ners will be announced Friday at Picnic on the Plaza, which takes place from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Mason Beuhring can be 
contacted at beuhring@mar-
shall.edu.
“We’re both West Virgin-ians, we’ve both lived here our whole lives, our families are here; this is home, and we want to do it here because this is special to us,” Adkins said. Adkins and McGee said they expect a long fight ahead of them, but are hopeful. “[Lambda Legal] wouldn’t have taken on the case if they didn’t think they were going to be successful,” McGee said. 
Charlie House can be 
contacted at house8@mar-
shall.edu.
Banners from the walk were judged for creativity, theme and representation of the or-ganization. Judges recognized Freshman North Residence Hall and Alpha Xi Delta as win-ners of Unity Walk Celebration banner awards. Maurice Cooley, director of the Center for African-American Students, created the idea of the Unity Walk Celebration to re-semble that of a family reunion. Cooley said the concept origi-nated about a year ago when he recognized that everyone who loved Marshall was split into so many different groups and there was not a creative way to unite them. “I love Marshall University and days like today really set it in your heart,” Cooley said. 
Katy Lewis can be 
contacted at lewis405@mar-
shall.edu.
The rejuvenated defensive front has allowed the lineback-ers and secondary to relax more and taken pressure off of them.“As good as they’ve been playing, they’ve taken a lot of pressure off of us,” Hunter said. “It’s like they keep us from get-ting caught in a mistake if we make one. The more pressure they put on [the opposing of-fense], the more it helps us.”Something that may not be as apparent to the eye test is the leadership on the team, which coach Holliday said is what a good team has to have.
“There’s no doubt this is a close football team and a lot of it is because of the leadership we have,” Holliday said. “With Rouse and those guys in place, if someone’s out of line they 
fix it, and when players take ownership of the team and po-lice the things you need to be a good football team, you have a chance.”The Herd defense will be tested again Saturday against the UTSA Roadrunners at 2 p.m. at Joan C. Edwards Stadium in the Herd’s home-coming game. 
Will Vance can be con-
tacted at vance162@
marshall.edu. 
By STEVE ROTHAUS
THE MIAMI HERALD (MCT)"Color Splash" star David Bromstad is red-faced after a Salvation Army fundraiser he's 
set to host Oct. 18 in Florida erupted into a national gay rights controversy."I know why people are mad at me and I'm OK with that," said Bromstad, of Bal Harbour. The HGTV personality was hon-ored in June as Man of the Year by the Miami-Dade Gay & Les-bian Chamber of Commerce."We knew it was going to be a little bit controversial with the Salvation Army, but we did some research and we felt the Salvation Army was trying to clean up its act and make amends toward the LGBT com-munity," Bromstad said.For more than a decade, LGBT activists around the world have been critical of the Christian, church-based Salva-tion Army, which until a few years ago called for gays and lesbians to be celibate. In 2011, the Salvation Army apologized after a media relations direc-tor in Australia said gay people should be put to death.
Each year before Christmas, gay activists take to the Inter-net and ask that people not put money in the Army's ubiqui-tous red kettles."The idea that we are ho-mophobic and anti-gay is just not true," said Ron Busroe, the Virginia-based organization's national secretary for commu-nity relations and development."We don't discriminate in de-livery of services and we don't discrimination in hiring," said 
Busroe, who from 1988-94 was area commander for the Salva-tion Army of Broward County.Before this year's Christmas season, the Salvation Army planned to release a video fea-turing testimonials from gay 
and lesbian beneficiaries. On Tuesday, the church shared the video one month early with the Miami Herald as proof that it's trying to change.The Broward chapter re-cently hired Bromstad to host a fundraiser at The Venue, also known on weekends as The Manor, a gay nightclub in Wilton 
Manors. The event will benefit Plymouth House, the Salvation Army's Fort Lauderdale shelter 
for homeless families."They reached out to us with a hand, with an olive branch," said Bromstad, 40. "This was our chance and this was my chance to reach our hand back, to extend the hand from the LGBT community and let's en-gage and teach and train. We need to support and educate and love one another."Gay activists are divided over whether Bromstad is doing the right thing."I disagree with his decision to join this fundraiser," Zach Magee of Mississippi posted on Bromstad's Facebook page. "I don't believe any bridges are being built. In fact, this feels much more like a slap in the face to those in the LGBT community that are working so diligently, through multiple channels, to achieve our full federal equality that we so rightly deserve."Others say they stand behind Bromstad and the fundraiser."We support David's out-reach completely," said Tony Lima, executive director of SAVE Dade. "Only with engage-ment and dialogue, even with 
those that disagree with us, is how we'll reach complete equality."Gay journalist Bil Browning was featured in a 2011 New York Times article about LGBT people and the Salvation Army. Two decades ago, the church denied shelter to him and his then-boyfriend unless they broke up and left the "sinful ho-mosexual lifestyle," he said.Browning, who runs the Bile-rico Project news blog, now believes the Salvation Army is trying to redeem itself and that engaging Bromstad is a positive move for both."My answer to David Broms-tad is good for him. You never get anywhere without reaching out," Browning told the Herald."They are a church, like most, that are struggling with the issue of gender identity and sexual orientation," Browning said. "As the struggle is happen-ing in America, it's therefore happening in the church. I think they're going to change. I think they're making the rights steps toward change. It's a slow process to change institutional religion."
Salvation Army fundraiser sparks gay rights controversy
LEXI BROWNING | THE PARTHENON
Members of BUSSC and the National Panhellenic Council walk in the We Are ... Family! Unity Walk on 
Tuesday, Oct. 1.
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By JOHN HORN
LOS ANGELES TIME (MCT)A movie producer has sued Warner Bros. and Clint East-wood’s production company, claiming the movie studio and the 
Oscar-winning filmmaker stole the idea for their 2012 baseball movie “Trouble With the Curve.”In his 120-page copyright 
infringement complaint, filed Tuesday in federal court, Ryan 
A. Brooks alleges there was a vast conspiracy to deny him and his company, Gold Glove Productions, proper credit for the screenplay for the movie, which was a critical and commercial washout, at-tracted poor to mixed reviews and grossed just $49 million worldwide.
The film was directed by Robert Lorenz, Eastwood’s longtime producing partner, and starred Eastwood and Amy Adams.In addition to Warner Bros., Eastwood’s Malpaso Productions and Lorenz, the lawsuit names the talent 
agencies United Talent Agency and WME and several people 
who worked on “Trouble With the Curve.”“This case is about a con-spiracy to steal the body, structure, theme and soul of a unique, original, copyrighted screenplay from a production company and its owner,” the lawsuit said.
Brooks said in his filing that he developed a screenplay 
— first called “Run Down” and later “Omaha” — that mirrored several elements 
of the finished film, a story about an aging baseball scout (Eastwood) and his daughter (Adams).The lawsuit says that Gold Glove hired screenwriter 
Don Handfield to rewrite the “Omaha” screenplay in 2008, and argues that his script was 
passed off as the work of an-other writer, Randy Brown, for “Trouble With the Curve.”The complaint alleges that Brown, whom the lawsuit dismissed as a singer in a wed-ding band, was “an impostor” 
and “is not steeped in baseball 
knowledge by any stretch.” The lawsuit maintains that 
Handfield, after a falling out with Gold Glove, essentially is partially the true author of the screenplay. The complaint said that the produced screen-
play includes specific language 
crafted by Handfield, who is 
also a defendant, “like finger-
prints and DNA” and includes 
specific baseball experi-
ences shared with Handfield 
by Brooks, who is a former baseball player and had an ex-ecutive producer credit on the Oscar-winning documentary short “Inocente.” The lawsuit 
asks for relief in “tens of mil-lions of dollars.”Warner Bros. declined to comment on the legal action. United Talent Agency, which represents Brown and is itself a defendant, said it had not been served with the complaint and also had no comment. WME, 
which represents Handfield, did not immediately respond to a re-quest for comment.
Producer sues Warner Bros. 
over Clint Eastwood’s ‘Curve’
By CARY DARLING
FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM (MCT)There’s a scene that comes early in “Gravity,” Alfonso Cu-arón’s stunning tale of survival, 
that will absolutely take your breath away.
Ryan Stone (Sandra Bullock), a nervous medical engineer 
making her first space-shuttle 
flight, and her far more expe-
rienced co-pilot Matt Kowalski (George Clooney), are assaulted by a storm of space debris, the detritus of a destroyed Russian satellite, that leaves them ma-rooned and facing their own 
mortality. It’s an amazing se-quence that not only shows a cunning use of technology but 
makes the case that “Gravity” 
is one of the few films that de-
mands to be seen in 3-D IMAX.Yet “Gravity “also has an emotional and spiritual depth 
that, like “127 Hours,” another 
film about man vs. isolation, 
transcends what might at first 
seem a gimmicky plot device.
The film evokes the grandeur of the cosmos from the opening 
shots of Stone and Kowalski out-side their craft, set against the 
vast backdrop of the universe 
and a beautiful blue Earth. She’s 
making repairs while he (and a third astronaut that we only see from a distance) is bounc-
ing around like a first-grader at recess.
But things take a turn for the 
serious when that debris field slams into them, ultimately leaving Stone alone to perhaps drift to her demise. That’s when “Gravity” becomes tense and suspenseful.
While Bullock became a household name by starring in more lightweight material, she holds her own here as 
someone coming to grips with her fate. Simultaneously, she’s extremely relatable; it’s very easy to identify with her as the newcomer who suddenly finds herself in way over her head.Of course, “Gravity” isn’t the 
first movie to plumb the horror 
of dying slowly alone. The likes of “Open Water,” “Frozen” and “Buried” have toyed with the idea of characters having only panic and prayers for company 
to varying effect, but few pack 
the punch that this film does.
Directed by Mexican director 
Cuarón (“Harry Potter and the 
Prisoner of Azkaban,” “Y Tu Mamá También,” “Children of Men”) and co-written with his 
son, Jonas, “Gravity” evokes a sense of spirituality without being too heavy-handed or obvious.With help from cinematogra-
pher Emmanuel Lubezki (“The Tree of Life”), it’s also a techni-cal marvel, utilizing $80 million worth of the latest cinematic technologies to actually propel the story forward, not merely to dazzle and distract. That 
they do it within the confines 
of a concise, tightly written 
90-minute story arc makes it 
all the more remarkable.
Like last year’s “Life of Pi,” an-other beautifully rendered tale about facing the elements alone, no doubt there will be debates as the credits roll about how the Cuaróns resolve their story. 
Some will be dissatisfied; others 
will think it’s pitch-perfect and of a piece with everything that’s come before.But there should be no argu-ment about the achievement 
that the Cuaróns — and Bullock — have created.
'Gravity' an awe-inspiring acheivement
FILM REVIEW
By GLENN GAMBOA
NEWSDAY (MCT)Oh, Lorde!
In an age where every twerk seems calculated and every hit single seems to be the product of a meticulous mar-
keting campaign, young Lorde (the “e” is silent) and her smash hit “Royals” (Lava/Re-public) is a true surprise. The moody pop anthem — which 
champions regular folks in-stead of the ultra-rich and powerful, while maintaining a cool, detached vibe — jumped 
from her native New Zealand 
to the United Kingdom and fi-nally to the United States this summer, where it is currently challenging Miley Cyrus and Katy Perry for the top of the pop charts.(“Royals” already rules the alternative charts, where 
it has been No. 1 for seven 
weeks, the longest reign ever for a woman on that chart, passing Alanis Morissette’s 1995 run with “You Oughta Know.”)
Lorde, aka 16-year-old Ella Yelich-O’Connor, is in many ways, the anti-Miley. 
She shies away from the spotlight and the bling-filled trappings of the music industry. She says she wants her music to represent her-
self and her friends in New 
Zealand, regular people she feels aren’t generally seen much in pop culture, due to their location and their economic status. It’s a sentiment she captures in “Royals” — which includes 
the lines “That kind of luxe just ain’t for us, we crave a 
different kind of buzz” — and in other songs on her 
debut album “Pure Heroine,” which arrives in stores Tues-day filled with new potential 
hits like “Tennis Court” and “Team” that she wrote her-self, not with a bunch of songwriters and producers for hire.She’s clearly not inter-ested in building a big pop persona, focusing instead on life as a suburban teen and 
keeping a lot of the details of her life to herself.Lorde says the success of “Royals,” which she wrote in 
half an hour, has taken her by surprise. “It’s weird, because, obviously, when I wrote it I had no idea it would be a big deal or anything,” she told Billboard. “I just wrote 
something that I liked and that I thought was cool. ... It’s strange, particularly with my lyrics. ... People are sitting in their bedrooms, covering it on YouTube. It’s been awe-some, though.”
Don’t look for Lorde to be mounting a months-long tour or a massive publicity blitz any time soon. She declined to be interviewed for this article and has said she isn’t a fan of this age of tell-all pop stars.“In a perfect world, I would never do any interviews, and probably there would be one photo out there of me, and that would be it,” she told Billboard. 
“I just feel like mystery is more interesting. People respond to something which intrigues them instead of something that gives them all the information — particularly in pop, which is 
like the genre for knowing way too much about everyone and everything.”
Lorde: the anti-Miley Cyrus
Sandra Bullock, 
left, stars as 
Ryan Stone with 
George Clooney, 
right, as Matt 
Kowalski in 
"Gravity." 
WARNER BROS. | MCT
By RICHARD VERRIER
LOS ANGELES TIME (MCT)Location manager Brian 
O’Neill needed a location to 
film a wedding scene for the upcoming movie “The Wedding 
Ringer,” and he knew just the 
place: Hollywood United Meth-odist Church.With its Gothic Revival cathe-dral, stained-glass windows, breezy courtyards and lush gardens, the church would be an ideal setting for the Screen Gems movie, in which come-
dian Kevin Hart runs a wedding consulting business.But there was another rea-son to select the church for the upcoming wedding scene.
“Not only does it work aes-
thetically,” O’Neill said, “But they (the church pastors) are extremely content friendly. They have their arms open 
to the film community. They 
know that’s what Hollywood was built on.”“The Wedding Ringer” is just the latest in a long line of movies and TV shows that 
have used Hollywood United 
Methodist Church as a filming location. Built in the 1930s, the 
church is one of Hollywood’s 
most visible landmarks.Billing itself as the “heart 
of Hollywood,” the church has played a recurring role in doz-ens of TV shows and movies, 
including the 1985 film “Back 
to the Future” and the HBO se-ries “Big Love.”The Rev. Kathy Cooper-Ledesma, the senior pastor, has 
a pragmatic view about film-ing, which raises capital for the church to fund outreach programs for the homeless and disadvantaged.“It’s vital and not only sup-ports our families, but it really 
enables us to do more mission 
and ministry work in the com-munity and in other ways,” she said.The church charges from 
$2,000 to $20,000 a day to film crews, depending on the scope of the production. The loca-
tion filming generates $25,000 or more in annual revenue, or about 5 percent of the church’s overall income.Aside for raising money, Cooper-Ledesma also encour-
ages film activity because 
many parishioners work in the industry. About 40 percent of the congregation members are actors, casting directors, writers, producers, camera operators and other industry professionals.Reflecting its location, the church has a summer ser-mon series that highlights the spiritual themes in such 
movies such as “The Blind 
Side,” and invites filmmak-ers, actors and directors to 
talk about their movies in a question-and-answer session. Recent guests have included 
and Dustin Lance Black, an Oscar-winning screenwriter and director.“Filming is important to us 
as a church because we like to 
see folks in our congregation employed,” Cooper-Ledesma 
said. “We have a lot of folks who are in the industry and 
who work behind the scenes, 
and when there is no filming it is draining on them. They’ve got families and L.A. is not a cheap place to live. We’re al-ways thrilled when someone in the congregation gets an on-camera job and it always hurts when they say ‘I’m go-ing to Vancouver, Louisiana or Atlanta.’”
Hollywood United Methodist Church puts faith in filming
Pastors of the Hollywood United Methodist Church encourage the 
entertainment industry to use the church for shoots as many of 
their members work in the industry.
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